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The International Institute of Buffalo is an organization that helps new Americans and refugees.

One of the wonderful things about living in Western New York is the variety of cultures and cuisines. If you're a lifelong learner and curious about the world, consider joining Great Decisions.

Great Decisions is an eight-week lecture series in collaboration with the Partnership of Western New York. It covers current events and issues, such as Energy Geopolitics, War Crimes, and Climate Migration. If you're interested in learning more or to register for Great Decisions, click on this link.

Our Interpreting & Translation Department worked closely with the City of Buffalo to make sure that most necessary information is made available in a language they can understand. According to the City of Buffalo, about 17% of Buffalo residents don't readily understand English. However, as they do that, it makes sense that the most necessary information be made available in a language they can understand.

You may have seen that Spectrum News Buffalo 1 featured the IIB in the Media! African American Weekly, the Buffalo Criterion newspaper mentioned us when we re-released the winter weather information that we translated according to the City of Buffalo. Another was on the Buffalo Rising program. If you missed the chance but still want to help our clients, you can donate.

The season was made brighter to the tune of $100,000! The season was made brighter to the tune of $100,000! In the autumn, we asked Western New Yorkers to donate holiday gifts for people in need through the Gifts for Good Neighbors program. The season was made brighter to the tune of $100,000!

One of the challenges for them is becoming tax-paying workers. After they get here, we want our clients to become tax-paying workers and engage with other employees. Recently, our team accompanied 15 families to interviews with a plastics manufacturer in Orchard Park; the families are largely non-English speakers and come from a variety of countries. We're hiring in several different areas of the organization. If you or someone you know wants that, please consider joining the IIB team!

We're hiring in several different areas of the organization. If you want to help us, please sign up to receive our future emails.

Learn more about how we connect WNY with the rest of the world here to learn more about the HELLO program. We're hiring in several different areas of the organization. If you want to help us, please sign up to receive our future emails.

Learn more about how we help new Americans and refugees.

When preparing for winter storms, it's never too early (or too late). We want to offer kudos to our New Americans and Survivor Support teams, who checked in on their clients before, during, and after the storms. Recently we resettled our first of several Colombian families. Whatever the need, the IIB is here to help.
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